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The Color of Water
When The Body Bears the Burden made its debut in
2001, it changed the way people thought about
trauma, PTSD, and the treatment of chronic stress
disorders. Now in its third edition, this revered text
offers a fully updated and revised analysis of the
relationship between mind, body, and the processing
of trauma. Here, clinicians will find detailed, thorough
explorations of some of neurobiology’s fundamental
tenets, the connections between mind, brain, and
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body, and the many and varied ways that symptoms
of traumatic stress become visible to those who know
to look for them.

Healing Multiple Sclerosis
A manual of past times, which includes instructions
for making kites, fishing poles, a blow gun, boats, and
theatrical costumes, and for raising dogs, stuffing
animals, stocking an aquarium, and camping.
Contains small sections on recreational mind-reading
and fortune-telling.

Stranger in My Own Country
Experienced real estate agent and investor Mindy
Jensen shares countless tips, tricks, and tactics to
help you sell your home quickly and easily. Her
practical, real-world advice will help you turn your
house into a buyer's dream and give you the knowhow to sell for top dollar! Nine questions to ask when
interviewing potential real estate agents ; How to
make the interior and exterior of your home shine on
a small budget ; Vital clauses in the listing contract
(don't let an agent take advantage of you!) ; Pricing
your home to sell fast - and for more than the asking
price ; How to handle showings when you have kids,
pets, or clutter ; Powerful negotiating strategies to sell
for the highest price ; Six ways to ensure your home
appraises for the highest amount possible ; So much
more! -- back cover.

Radio Free Vermont
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A chilling, fast-moving study of the nuclear weapons
plant in the Denver suburbs, told through the
experiences of managers, workers, activists, and
neighbors who were all so deeply affected by the
hazardous plant.

Shadow Boxing
Essays about the things we see that we can't unsee
and how we carry on in the wake of those moments.

A Simple Machine, Like the Lever
“The Seventeen Traditions brings us back to what’s
important in life—and what makes America truly
great.” —Jim Hightower, Illinois Times The activist,
humanitarian, and former presidential candidate
named one of the 100 most influential figures in
American history by The Atlantic—one of only three
living Americans so honored—Ralph Nader, looks back
at his small-town Connecticut childhood and the
traditions and values that shaped his progressive
worldview. At once eye-opening, thought-provoking,
and surprisingly fresh and moving, Nader’s The
Seventeen Traditions is a celebration of uniquely
American ethics certain to appeal to fans of Mitch
Albom, Tim Russert, and Anna Quindlen—an
unexpected and most welcome gift from this
fearlessly committed reformer and outspoken critic of
corruption in government and society. In a time of
widespread national dissatisfaction and
disillusionment that has given rise to new dissent
characterized by the Occupy Wall Street movement,
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the liberal icon shows us how every American can
learn from The Seventeen Traditions and, by
embracing them, help bring about meaningful and
necessary change.

How to Sell Your Home
On the eve of World War II, news of an astonishing
breakthrough filtered out of Germany. Scientists there
had split uranium atoms. Physicists in the United
States scrambled to verify results and further
investigate this new science. Ominously, they soon
recognized its potential to fuel the ultimate weapon,
one able to release the energy of an uncontrolled
chain reaction. With growing fears that the Nazis were
on the verge of harnessing nuclear power, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt gambled on a project to
research and produce uranium for military use. By
1941, experiments led to the identification of
plutonium, but laboratory work generated the new
element in amounts far too small to be useful. Largescale manufacture would be required. In 1942, a small
plane carrying Lt. Col. Franklin T. Matthias and two
DuPont engineers flew over three farming
communities in eastern Washington. The passengers
agreed. Isolated and near the powerful Columbia
River, the region was the ideal site for the world's first
plutonium factory. Two years later, built with a speed
and secrecy unheard of today, the facility was
operational. The plutonium it produced fueled the
bomb dropped on Nagasaki, Japan, in 1945, and
others tested on the Bikini and Enewetak Atolls,
profoundly altering many lives. Through clear
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scientific explanations and personal reminiscences,
the author traces the amazing but also tragic story of
the plutonium bomb from the dawn of nuclear science
through World War II and Cold War testing in the
Marshall Islands.

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
"A mosaic mystery told in vignettes, cliffhangers,
curious asides, and some surreal plot twists as Raffel
investigates the secrets of the man who changed
infant care in America."--NPR, 2018's Great Reads
What kind of doctor puts his patients on display? This
is the spellbinding tale of a mysterious Coney Island
doctor who revolutionized neonatal care more than
one hundred years ago and saved some seven
thousand babies. Dr. Martin Couney's story is a
kaleidoscopic ride through the intersection of
ebullient entrepreneurship, enlightened pediatric
care, and the wild culture of world's fairs at the
beginning of the American Century. As Dawn Raffel
recounts, Dr. Couney used incubators and careful
nursing to keep previously doomed infants alive,
while displaying these babies alongside sword
swallowers, bearded ladies, and burlesque shows at
Coney Island, Atlantic City, and venues across the
nation. How this turn-of-the-twentieth-century émigré
became the savior to families with premature
infants--known then as "weaklings"--as he ignored the
scorn of the medical establishment and fought the
rising popularity of eugenics is one of the most
astounding stories of modern medicine. Dr. Couney,
for all his entrepreneurial gusto, is a surprisingly
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appealing character, someone who genuinely cared
for the well-being of his tiny patients. But he had
something to hide Drawing on historical documents,
original reportage, and interviews with surviving
patients, Dawn Raffel tells the marvelously eccentric
story of Couney's mysterious carnival career, his
larger-than-life personality, and his unprecedented
success as the savior of the fragile wonders that are
tiny, tiny babies. A New York Times Book Review New
& Noteworthy Title A Real Simple Best Book of 2018
Christopher Award-winner

Fever 1793
The New York Times bestseller, now available in
paperback—an incredible true story of the top-secret
World War II town of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and the
young women brought there unknowingly to help
build the atomic bomb. “The best kind of nonfiction:
marvelously reported, fluidly written, and a
remarkable storyAs meticulous and brilliant as it is
compulsively readable.” —Karen Abbott, author of Sin
in the Second City At the height of World War II, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, was home to 75,000 residents, and
consumed more electricity than New York City, yet it
was shrouded in such secrecy that it did not appear
on any map. Thousands of civilians, many of them
young women from small towns across the U.S., were
recruited to this secret city, enticed by the promise of
solid wages and war-ending work. What were they
actually doing there? Very few knew. The purpose of
this mysterious government project was kept a secret
from the outside world and from the majority of the
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residents themselves. Some wondered why, despite
the constant work and round-the-clock activity in this
makeshift town, did no tangible product of any kind
ever seem to leave its guarded gates? The women
who kept this town running would find out at the end
of the war, when Oak Ridge’s secret was revealed and
changed the world forever. Drawing from the voices
and experiences of the women who lived and worked
in Oak Ridge, The Girls of Atomic City rescues a
remarkable, forgotten chapter of World War II from
obscurity. Denise Kiernan captures the spirit of the
times through these women: their pluck, their desire
to contribute, and their enduring courage. “A
phenomenal story,” and Publishers Weekly called it an
“intimate and revealing glimpse into one of the most
important scientific developments in history.”
“Kiernan has amassed a deep reservoir of intimate
details of what life was like for women living in the
secret cityRosie, it turns out, did much more than
drive rivets.” —The Washington Post

Triangle
A narrative of the Atomic Age by the award-winning
author of Rocket Man explores the complexities of
nuclear energy, citing the contributions of such
individuals as Marie Curie, Albert Einstein and Robert
Oppenheimer while sharing lesser-known historical
details.

Doom with a View
With no memory of the car accident itself, 17-year-old
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Mia must come to terms with never really knowing
what happened one horrific winter's day that changed
her life forever.

Gears and Gear Cutting for Home
Machinists
As a boy in Brooklyn's Red Hook projects, James
McBride knew his mother was different. But when he
asked about it, she'd simply say 'I'm light-skinned.'
Later he wondered if he was different too, and asked
his mother if he was black or white. 'You're a human
being,' she snapped. 'Educate yourself or you'll be a
nobody!' And when James asked what colour God
was, she said 'God is the colour of water.' As an adult,
McBride finally persuaded his mother to tell her story
- the story of a rabbi's daughter, born in Poland and
raised in the South, who fled to Harlem, married a
black man, founded a Baptist church, and put twelve
children through college.

The Seventeen Traditions
As the host of Radio Free Vermont - 'underground,
underpowered, and underfoot' - seventy-two-year-old
Vern Barclay is currently broadcasting from an
'undisclosed and double-secret location.' With the
help of a young computer prodigy named Perry
Alterson, Vern uses his radio show to advocate for a
simple yet radical idea: an independent Vermont, one
where the state secedes from the United States and
operates under a free local economy. But for now, he
and his radio show must remain untraceable, because
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in addition to being a lifelong Vermonter and
concerned citizen, Vern Barclay is also a fugitive from
the law

Full Body Burden
A narrative report by a woman who grew up near the
Rocky Flats nuclear weapon facility describes the dark
secrets that dominated her childhood, the strange
cancers that afflicted her neighbors, her brief
employment at Rocky Flats and the efforts of
residents to achieve legal justice. 30,000 first
printing.

The Girls of Atomic City
Echoes of Elvis is a collection of papers examining
how the Elvis' story and widespread fame fit into the
greater framework of American culture.

The Sand Creek Massacre
Fred Rogers (1928–2003) was an enormously
influential figure in the history of television and in the
lives of tens of millions of children. As the creator and
star of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, he was a
champion of compassion, equality, and kindness.
Rogers was fiercely devoted to children and to taking
their fears, concerns, and questions about the world
seriously. The Good Neighbor, the first full-length
biography of Fred Rogers, tells the story of this utterly
unique and enduring American icon. Drawing on
original interviews, oral histories, and archival
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documents, Maxwell King traces Rogers’s personal,
professional, and artistic life through decades of work,
including a surprising decision to walk away from the
show to make television for adults, only to return to
the neighborhood with increasingly sophisticated
episodes, written in collaboration with experts on
childhood development. An engaging story, rich in
detail, The Good Neighbor is the definitive portrait of
a beloved figure, cherished by multiple generations.

Hatchet
Both a memoir and a brilliant work of investigative
journalism, Full Body Burden is a detailed, shocking
account of the government's sustained attempt to
conceal the effects of the toxic and radioactive waste
released by Rocky Flats, and of local residents' vain
search for justice. Kristen Iversen grew up in a small
Colorado town close to Rocky Flats, a secret nuclear
weapons plant once designated "the most
contaminated site in America." Full Body Burden is
the story of a childhood and adolescence in the
shadow of the Cold War, in a landscape at once
startlingly beautiful and--unknown to those who lived
there--tainted with invisible yet deadly particles of
plutonium. It's also a book about the destructive
power of secrets--both family and government. Her
father's hidden liquor bottles, the strange cancers in
children in the neighborhood, the truth about what
was made at Rocky Flats--best not to inquire too
deeply into any of it. But as Iversen grew older, she
began to ask questions and discovered some
disturbing realities. Based on extensive interviews,
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FBI and EPA documents, and class-action testimony,
this taut, beautifully written book promises to have a
very long half-life.

Becoming
Production of nuclear weapons began at Rocky Flats
in 1952. For thirty-seven years it was the only plant in
the country producing the fissile plutonium bomb
cores for the U.S. arsenal. But the plant also created a
tradition of risk for people in the area.

Broken Whole
A moving and unsettling exploration of a young man's
formative years in a country still struggling with its
past As a Jew in postwar Germany, Yascha Mounk felt
like a foreigner in his own country. When he
mentioned that he is Jewish, some made anti-Semitic
jokes or talked about the superiority of the Aryan
race. Others, sincerely hoping to atone for the
country's past, fawned over him with a forced
friendliness he found just as alienating. Vivid and
fascinating, Stranger in My Own Country traces the
contours of Jewish life in a country still struggling with
the legacy of the Third Reich and portrays those who,
inevitably, continue to live in its shadow. Marshaling
an extraordinary range of material into a lively
narrative, Mounk surveys his countrymen's responses
to "the Jewish question." Examining history, the story
of his family, and his own childhood, he shows that
anti-Semitism and far-right extremism have long
coexisted with self-conscious philo-Semitism in
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postwar Germany. But of late a new kind of
resentment against Jews has come out in the open.
Unnoticed by much of the outside world, the desire
for a "finish line" that would spell a definitive end to
the country's obsession with the past is feeding an
emphasis on German victimhood. Mounk shows how,
from the government's pursuit of a less "apologetic"
foreign policy to the way the country's idea of the
Volk makes life difficult for its immigrant
communities, a troubled nationalism is shaping
Germany's future.

The Age of Radiance
In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment,
Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most
iconic and compelling women of our era. As First Lady
of the United States of America, she helped create the
most welcoming and inclusive White House in history.
With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes
her triumphs and her disappointments, both public
and private. A deeply personal reckoning of a woman
of soul and substance who has steadily defied
expectations.

What to Do and how to Do it
This “outstanding history” of the 1911 disaster that
changed the course of 20th-century politics and labor
relations “is social history at its best” (Kevin Baker,
The New York Times Book Review). New York City,
1911. As the workday was about to end, a fire broke
out in the Triangle shirtwaist factory of Greenwich
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Village. Within minutes it consumed the building’s
upper three stories. Firemen were powerless to
rescue those trapped inside: their ladders simply
weren’t tall enough. People on the street watched in
horror as desperate workers jumped to their deaths.
Triangle is both a harrowing chronicle of the Triangle
shirtwaist fire and a vibrant portrait of an era. It
follows the waves of Jewish and Italian immigration
that supplied New York City’s garment factories with
cheap, mostly female labor. It portrays the Dickensian
work conditions that led to a massive waist-worker’s
strike in which an unlikely coalition of socialists,
socialites, and suffragettes took on bosses, police,
and magistrates. And it shows how a public outcry
over the fire led to an unprecedented alliance
between labor reformers and Tammany Hall
politicians. With a memorable cast of characters,
including J.P. Morgan’s blue-blooded activist daughter
Anne, and political king maker Charles F. Murphy, as
well as the many workers who lost their lives in the
fire, Triangle presents a dramatic account of early
20th century New York and the events that gave rise
to urban liberalism. A New York Times Book Review
Notable Book

The Good Neighbor
For anyone who has ever felt like they don't belong,
Sigh, Gone shares an irreverent, funny, and moving
tale of displacement and assimilation woven together
with poignant themes from beloved works of classic
literature. In 1975, during the fall of Saigon, Phuc Tran
immigrates to America along with his family. By sheer
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chance they land in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, a small
town where the Trans struggle to assimilate into their
new life. In this coming-of-age memoir told through
the themes of great books such as The
Metamorphosis, The Scarlet Letter, The Iliad, and
more, Tran navigates the push and pull of finding and
accepting himself despite the challenges of
immigration, feelings of isolation, and teenage
rebellion, all while attempting to meet the rigid
expectations set by his immigrant parents. Appealing
to fans of coming-of-age memoirs such as Fresh Off
the Boat, Running with Scissors, or tales of
assimilation like Viet Thanh Nguyen's The Displaced
and The Refugees, Sigh, Gone explores one man’s
bewildering experiences of abuse, racism, and
tragedy and reveals redemption and connection in
books and punk rock. Against the hairspray-andsynthesizer backdrop of the ‘80s, he finds solace and
kinship in the wisdom of classic literature, and in the
subculture of punk rock, he finds affirmation and
echoes of his disaffection. In his journey for selfdiscovery Tran ultimately finds refuge and inspiration
in the art that shapes—and ultimately saves—him.

Don't Look Now
"Nicholas Allander, 31, carless and careerless, is
trying to get his life on track while holding his head
high. He s trying to pay off his debt, impress his
girlfriend, keep his job, cast off his introversion, and
accept the world s imperfections without abandoning
his heart. Unsure of what moves to make, though, he
considers growing his beard, taking up alcoholism,
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abandoning scrounging, and owning an automobile,
before too much slips by. All the while he clings to his
bicycle, a simple machine whose purpose and
workings he grasps. Nick's struggle to position his
aesthetic within the world is the story of a
perfectionist who is far from perfect, who is
considerate but clumsy, and who may be
invisible"--Page 4 of cover.

If I Stay
This Atom Bomb in Me traces what it felt like to grow
up suffused with American nuclear culture in and
around the atomic city of Oak Ridge, Tennessee. As a
secret city during the Manhattan Project, Oak Ridge
enriched the uranium that powered Little Boy, the
bomb that destroyed Hiroshima. The city was a major
nuclear production site throughout the Cold War,
adding something to each and every bomb in the
United States arsenal. Even today, Oak Ridge contains
the world's largest supply of fissionable uranium. The
granddaughter of an atomic courier, Lindsey A.
Freeman turns a critical yet nostalgic eye to the place
where her family was sent as part of a covert
government plan. Theirs was a city devoted to
nuclear science within a larger America obsessed with
its nuclear prowess. Through memories, mysterious
photographs, and uncanny childhood toys, she shows
how Reagan-era politics and nuclear culture irradiated
the late twentieth century. Alternately tender and
alarming, her book takes a Geiger counter to recent
history, reading the half-life of the atomic past as it
resonates in our tense nuclear present.
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The Good Food Revolution
A fascinating and authoritative account of the
controversies and possibilities surrounding nuclear
waste disposal, providing expert discussion in downto-earth language.

This Atom Bomb in Me
Multiple Sclerosis can now be healed and this book
shows you how. Though MS is widely believed to be
incurable, Boroch's breakthrough treatment protocol
can dramatically restore patients to health. This
landmark book describes her own tumultuous journey
with MS: • Her quest for a cure • Case histories of
those who have triumphed over MS • The real causes
of MS • How to develop a personal treatment plan •
Everything you need to bring about recovery,
including a detailed and effective self-help treatment
protocol • Delicious recipes and recommended foods,
with two weeks of sample menus • A five-week
nutritional makeover, recommended supplements and
a daily sample supplement schedule • A list of
recommended products • User-friendly charts and
resources

Molly Brown
Here is a book as joyous and painful, as mysterious
and memorable, as childhood itself. I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings captures the longing of lonely
children, the brute insult of bigotry, and the wonder of
words that can make the world right. Maya Angelou’s
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debut memoir is a modern American classic beloved
worldwide. Sent by their mother to live with their
devout, self-sufficient grandmother in a small
Southern town, Maya and her brother, Bailey, endure
the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of the
local “powhitetrash.” At eight years old and back at
her mother’s side in St. Louis, Maya is attacked by a
man many times her age—and has to live with the
consequences for a lifetime. Years later, in San
Francisco, Maya learns that love for herself, the
kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the
ideas of great authors (“I met and fell in love with
William Shakespeare”) will allow her to be free
instead of imprisoned. Poetic and powerful, I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings will touch hearts and
change minds for as long as people read. “I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings liberates the reader into life
simply because Maya Angelou confronts her own life
with such a moving wonder, such a luminous
dignity.”—James Baldwin From the Paperback edition.

Full Body Burden
"A MacArthur ""Genius Award"" recipient and colauncher of First Lady Michelle Obama's Let's Move!
program describes his early experiences as a
sharecropper's son and a KFC executive before
building a preeminent urban farm to feed, educate
and employ thousands of at-risk youths."

Plutonium & People Don't Mix
"Presents instructions to the amateur machinist for
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approaching gears and gear cutting. Provides
information on the fundamentals and the
mathematical equations necessary to design and cut
gears"--

Echoes of Elvis
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery
Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a pocketsized edition perfect for travelers to take along on
their own adventures. This special anniversary edition
includes a new introduction and commentary by
author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by
Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover. Hatchet has
also been nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteenyear-old Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret
knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by
single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time
since the divorce. When the plane crashes, killing the
pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the
Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a
tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had
given him as a present. At first consumed by despair
and self-pity, Brian slowly learns survival skills—how
to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt and fish
and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even
finds the courage to start over from scratch when a
tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally
rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges
from his ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a
greater understanding of himself and his parents.
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Sigh, Gone
Sometimes called "The Chivington Massacre" by those
who would emphasize his responsibility for the attack
and "The Battle of Sand Creek" by those who would
imply that it was not a massacre, this event has
become one of our nation’s most controversial Indian
conflicts. The subject of army and Congressional
investigations and inquiries, a matter of vigorous
newspaper debates, the object of much oratory and
writing biased in both directions, the Sand Creek
Massacre very likely will never be completely and
satisfactorily resolved. This account of the massacre
investigates the historical events leading to the
battle, tracing the growth of the Indian-white conflict
in Colorado Territory. The author has shown the way
in which the discontent stemming from the treaty of
Fort Wise, the depredations committed by the
Cheyennes and Arapahoes prior to the massacre, and
the desire of some of the commanding officers for a
bloody victory against the Indians laid the groundwork
for the battle at Sand Creek.

The Brothers Karamazov
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals
and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and
their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four
children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest
desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured
his children's imagination, teaching them how to
embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote
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and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for
her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex
had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the
children had to fend for themselves, supporting one
another as they found the resources and will to leave
home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep
affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family
that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From
publisher description.

Made in Hanford
Three brothers and their relations in 19th century
Russia provide the base for a sweeping epic overview
of human striving, folly and hope. First published in
1880, The Brothers Karamazov is a landmark work in
every respect. Revolving around shiftless father
Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov are the fates of his three
sons, each of whom has fortunes entwined with the
others. The eldest son, Dimitri, seeks an inheritance
from his father and becomes his rival in love. Ivan,
the second son, is so at odds with the world that he is
driven near to madness, while the youngest, Alexi, is
a man of faith and a natural optimist. These
personalities are drawn out and tested in a crucible of
conflict and emotion as the author forces upon them
fundamental questions of morality, faith, reason and
responsibility. This charged situation is pushed to its
limit by the addition of the unthinkable, murder and
possible patricide. Using shifting viewpoints and
delving into the minds of his characters, Dostoevsky
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adopted fresh techniques to tell his wide-reaching
story with power and startling effectiveness. The
Brothers Karamazov remains one of the most
respected and celebrated novels in all literature and
continues to reward readers beyond expectation. With
an eye-catching new cover, and professionally typeset
manuscript, this edition of The Brothers Karamazov is
both modern and readable.

Too Hot to Touch
It is the early 1950s. Kristen Iversen is enjoying a
carefree childhood surrounded by desert and
mountains. But just a few miles down the road, the US
government decides to build a secret nuclear
weapons facility at Rocky Flats. Kirsten and her
siblings jump streams, ride horses, live a happy
outdoors life. But beneath this veneer her family is
quietly falling apart. Her father drinks, her mother
copes. And in a series of fires, accidents and other
catastrophic leaks, Rocky Flats nuclear plant is
spewing an invisible cocktail of the most dangerous
substances on earth into this pristine landscape. The
ground, the air and the water are all alive with
radiation. The years that follow will bring protests,
investigations, denials, cover-ups, threats and lies.
And then, one after another, people start to fall ill.

Colorado
Tucked up against the Rocky Mountains, just west of
Denver, sits the remnants of one of the most
notorious nuclear weapons sites in North America:
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Rocky Flats. With a history of environmental
catastrophes, political neglect, and community-wide
health crises, this site represents both one of the
darkest and most controversial chapters in our
nation's history, and also a conundrum on
repurposing lands once considered lost. As the crush
of encroaching residential areas close in on this site
and the generation of Rocky Flats workers passes on,
the memory of Rocky Flats is receding from the public
mind; yet the need to responsibly manage the site,
and understand the consequences of forty years of
plutonium production and contamination, must be a
part of every decision for the land's future.

The Body Bears the Burden
At the age of thirty-five, desperate to salvage a self
that has been suffocating for years—and to save her
two-year-old son from witnessing a miserable
relationship between his parents—Jane Binns leaves
her husband of twelve years. She has no plan or
intention but to leave, however, and therein begins
the misadventures lying in wait for her. Over the
years that follow, Binns falls in love with Steve, a man
eighteen years her senior who has been suffering
from post-traumatic stress disorder since his return
from military service in Vietnam forty years prior, and
who has a talent for making her feel heard. Despite
his inability to provide anything more than a spurious
connection, run on a mercurial and erratic schedule,
and despite his repeated rejections of her love, she
continues to pursue him. During their off periods, she
dates other men—but she inevitably compares each
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new suitor to Steve, and all of them fall short.
Ultimately, it takes the loss of her father in the
summer of 2014, followed by the death of her exhusband five months later, for her to finally let go of
Steve—and, in the process, fully unearth the self
she’s been chasing all along.

The Glass Castle
It's late summer 1793, and the streets of Philadelphia
are abuzz with mosquitoes and rumors of fever. Down
near the docks, many have taken ill, and the fatalities
are mounting. Now they include Polly, the serving girl
at the Cook Coffeehouse. But fourteen-year-old Mattie
Cook doesn't get a moment to mourn the passing of
her childhood playmate. New customers have overrun
her family's coffee shop, located far from the
mosquito-infested river, and Mattie's concerns of
fever are all but overshadowed by dreams of growing
her family's small business into a thriving enterprise.
But when the fever begins to strike closer to home,
Mattie's struggle to build a new life must give way to
a new fight-the fight to stay alive.

Making a Real Killing
Inaccurately portrayed by Hollywood as a vulgarian,
reveals the true nature of the Titanic survivor,
philanthropist, and social reformer who fought for
women's, children's, labor, and race equality causes
and challenged her church on social issues.

The Strange Case of Dr. Couney
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Unique in approach and content, this book presents
specific definitions of the subgenres of creative
nonfiction—memoir, the personal essay, literary
journalism, nature writing, biography and history, and
the nonfiction novel. Providing model readings to
illustrate these definitions, this First Edition also offers
practical writing exercises and strategies for readers
to apply what they are learning in each subgenre. For
professionals with a career or interest in writing,
journalism, education, publishing, and/or media.

Full Body Burden
Since 1976, newcomers and natives alike have
learned about the rich history of the magnificent
place they call home from Colorado: A History of the
Centennial State. In the fifth edition, coauthors Carl
Abbott, Stephen J. Leonard, and Thomas J. Noel
incorporate recent events, scholarship, and insights
about the state in an accessible volume that general
readers and students will enjoy. The new edition tells
of conflicts, shifting alliances, and changing ways of
life as Hispanic, European, and African American
settlers flooded into a region that was already home
to Native Americans. Providing a balanced treatment
of the entire state’s history—from Grand Junction to
Lamar and from Trinidad to Craig—the authors also
reveal how Denver and its surrounding communities
developed and gained influence. While continuing to
elucidate the significant impact of mining, agriculture,
manufacturing, and tourism on Colorado, the fifth
edition broadens and focuses its coverage by
consolidating material on Native Americans into one
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chapter and adding a new chapter on sports history.
The authors also expand their discussion of the
twentieth century with updated sections on the
environment, economy, politics, and recent cultural
conflicts. New illustrations, updated statistics, and an
extensive bibliography including Internet resources
enhance this edition.
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